In his letters written after this "var-torn world had again allovved con1n1unication, one thing became evident as the few months that he was still
here moved on: that here was a man who "vas unbroken by his fate, who
was the same upright, honest, tender, courageous individual, with the same
courageous optimism as to the eventual triumph of social interest, to the
realization of which he devoted his dwindling physical strength. In the
disastrous days of the past years, in the just as disastrous circumstances of
present times, Birnbaum kept his eyes on the future for which he worked,
on the development of social interest in the Adlerian meaning, on the
evolvement of each and everyone in the direction of a community of men.
I don't know the details of his life during these last years. I know that
he suffered psychically and physically. And his letters showed increasingly
the "beyondness" that is also expressed in Mozart's Requiem. He saw beyond the obvious, listened to the inner voice, felt the pulse of truth. He was
on his "way to God" as he had expressed it years ago in a poem: Your W aYJ
"Your destiny be your way to God." And so he lived his destiny fully,
"through favour and mercy, through thorn and mockery."
One memory is still vivid in my mind-the last time I met him. It
was in the days after Austria's annexation by Nazi power, my last day in
Vienna. I met him in the street and did not stop to talk to him to bid him
good-bye. I was afraid that it might endanger him to be seen talking to a
member of the scapegoat race. But our eyes met and smiled at each other
and both of us understood that there was nothing that could change the
togetherness within ourselves.
And when letters again were crossing the ocean between Europe and
America, he wrote me that the last Christmas card I had sent him after
my departure from Austria had all these years had a place under his Christmas tree, as a hope for the future and as a symbol of the indestructibility
of friendship.
Physical death' of a friend cannot break up inner connectedness. It
makes the dead more present, their demands more urgent, their values more
precious. It becomes the taskmaster spurring to greater effort; it obligates
the survivor to fill the breach with his own person, a difficult task made
the more so as there are so many graves of friends lining one's way through
life. And yet, there is no other solution but the one that Birnbaum indicated
in his poem:
"Take heart and say: yes!
You are here to vvax human.
I(eep going with courage and wisdom; keep striving,
Creativeness alone brings peace of mind."
Thank you, my friend, for what you have taught me.
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